The generic matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) is arguably the most popular computational kernel of the 20th century. Yet, surprisingly, no common methodology for evaluating GEMM performance has been established over the many decades of using GEMM for comparing architectures, compilers and ninja-class programmers.
MOTIVATION
The generic matrix-matrix multiplication (GEMM) is given by the equation:
where A, B and C are matrices, and α and β are scalars.
GEMM is arguably the most popular computational kernel of the 20th century. The apparent simplicity of GEMM has haunted generation after generation of researchers who have evaluated its performance on generation after generation of computer systems, 1 while uncovering layer after layer of its hidden complexity. For example, discovering the beneficial effects of cache blocking on GEMM performance [7] has fuelled research on locality optimizations in compilers for many years.
Yet, surprisingly, no common methodology for evaluating GEMM performance has been established over the many decades of using this kernel for comparing architectures, compilers and ninja-class programmers. Consequently, the reader of a report presenting GEMM results is often left wondering:
• Was the kernel specialized, for example, to C = A×B?
(In other words, α = 1 and β = 0.)
• Which of the data types were used: single precision (SGEMM), double precision (DGEMM), complex single precision (CGEMM), or complex double precision (ZGEMM)?
• Which data layouts were used: normal (N) or transposed (T)? 2 If transposed, did the execution time include the overhead for transposition?
• Which data shapes were used: square or rectangular?
If rectangular, did the execution time depend on the ratio between the dimensions?
• Which data sizes were used: small or large?
• On a system with caches, did 'large' result in cache thrashing; did 'small' result in good locality (no thrashing)?
• On a heterogeneous system equipped with a discrete accelerator, did the execution time include the overhead for copying the data to the accelerator and back, or only the kernel execution time?
• Did the evaluation include power or energy measurements?
• If a diesel generator was used to get the system running, how many megaflops per gallon were they getting?
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• More seriously, have we achieved significant improvements in energy efficiency of floating-point operations over the last decade?
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• How much human effort and ingenuity was involved in writing the kernel or in implementing the compiler that generated the kernel?
• Can we compare the generators, for example, based on polyhedral compilation [1] and functional expression rewriting [9] in a fair way (including code quality, code generation time and robustness)?
• Can we evaluate the generators against ninja-class programmers [5] or vendor libraries?
• Have we used all the tricks up our sleeves to get the fastest GEMM implementation for our hardware and problem at hand?
• Can we adapt our GEMM implementations to work well across a range of architectures, data types, data sizes, etc.?
Given that we are discussing GEMM, a simple kernel intended to give us insights for solving more complex 'realworld' problems, it is essential to start getting some of the answers right to facilitate our learning and knowledge sharing.
We introduce GEMMbench, a framework and methodology for evaluating performance of GEMM implementations. GEMMbench is implemented on top of Collective Knowledge (CK), a lightweight framework for reproducible and collaborative R&D in computer systems.
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Our initial implementation supports hand-written OpenCL kernels operating on matrices consisting of single-and doubleprecision floating-point values, and producing single or multiple output elements per work-item (via thread coarsening and vectorization).
Over time, we plan to involve the community to add further hand-written and generated kernels (e.g. from [1, 9] ), and, importantly, to collectively study the GEMM performance across multiple platforms, data sizes and data types. 
IMPLEMENTATION
The GEMMbench framework reads from a JSON file the metadata describing a kernel. The JSON file specifies the data type (S or D), the layout of the matrices (N or T), the thread-coarsening configuration (di for the number of rows and dj for the number of columns in a block computed by a single work-item), and so on.
For example, the SGEMM kernel that assumes that A is non-transposed and B is transposed and outputs a single element per work-item:
kernel void gemm( global float const * restrict A, global float const * restrict B, global float * restrict C, float alpha, float beta, uint n) { const uint j = get_global_id(0); const uint i = get_global_id(1);
float ABij = 0.0f; for (uint k = 0; k < n; k += 1) { ABij += A[i*n + k] * B[j*n + k]; } C[i*n + j] = alpha * ABij + beta * C[i*n + j]; } is described by the following metadata: { "name" : "SGEMM_NT_1x1", "file" : "SGEMM_NT_1x1.cl", "type" : "S", "transA" : "N", "transB" : "T", "dj" : 1, "di" : 1 } See further examples in the dataset entries of the GEMMbench repository. 
Compile GEMMbench
To compile GEMMbench:
$ ck compile program:gemmbench-cl-launcher-1.0
(The cJSON and xOpenME libraries should be installed automatically the first time you compile GEMMbench.)
Run GEMMbench
To run GEMMbench with the default parameters:
$ ck run program:gemmbench-cl-launcher-1.0
Select the default command (press "Enter"), one of the four currently supported "flavours" (SGEMM NN, SGEMM NT, DGEMM NN, DGEMM NT), and finally one of the kernel variants.
To override the default parameters, use e.g.
to run on platform 1, device 1, with the matrix order of 512 and the local work size of (4,16).
Run SGEMM experiments
$ ck find script:SGEMM* /CK/gemmbench/script/SGEMM_NT $ cd~/CK/gemmbench/script/SGEMM_NT $ ./_clean_program_pipeline.sh $ ./_setup_program_pipeline.sh ... Pipeline is ready! $ ./explore-f-n.sh $ ./explore-n-lws.sh
How to reproduce?
To replay our experiments, obtain our experimental data for this paper:
$ ck pull repo:gemmbench-adapt16 \ --url=https://github.com/dividiti/gemmbench-adapt16 $ ck find experiment:SGEMM_NT* /CK/gemmbench-adapt16/experiment/SGEMM_NT-explore-f-ñ /CK/gemmbench-adapt16/experiment/SGEMM_NT-explore-n-lws
Start the CK web server:
$ ck start web
Open http://localhost:3344 in a web browser. Select gemmbench-adapt16 in the "Repository" dropdown menu.
Open SGEMM_NT-explore-f-n or SGEMM_NT-explore-n-lws.
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Select gemmbench-view in the "Select experiment view" menu under a QR code.
The table shows one experiment (with a number of statistical repetitions) per row. Click on a "Copy to clipboard" button in the rightmost column to obtain a command to replay the corresponding experiment. 9 For example, to replay the intermittently failing experiment mentioned in Section 4.6, run:
$ ck replay \ experiment:8bcbe025bd8803c2 --point=ca4a5dbe25613c7d
EVALUATION
We demonstrate using the GEMMbench framework for evaluating 3 SGEMM NT OpenCL kernels on a Hardkernel Odroid XU3 board (Table 1 ).
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Evaluation platform
The Odroid XU3 board has 4 integrated power consumption sensors:
• for the LPDDR3 RAM;
• for the CPU cluster 0 comprised of 4 ARM Cortex-A7 ("LITTLE") cores;
• for the CPU cluster 1 comprised of 4 ARM Cortex-A15 ("big") cores;
• for both the GPU cluster 0 and the GPU cluster 1 comprised respectively of 4 and 2 ARM Mali-T628 cores.
We reused the pipeline functionality of the underlying Collective Knowledge framework to conduct experiments under controlled conditions. We ran the SGEMM kernels on the GPU cluster 0 (OpenCL device 0); we disabled dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and set the frequency to the maximum of 600 MHz. Likewise, we set the CPU governors to the performance mode and the CPU frequencies to the maximum.
OpenCL kernels
The SGEMM NT kernels are contained in 3 separate files:
• SGEMM_NT_1x1.cl: a naïve version shown in Section 2 which computes a single element of matrix C per workitem;
• SGEMM_NT_4x1.cl: a vectorised version which computes a vector of four adjacent elements of matrix C per work-item;
• SGEMM_NT_4x1_barrier.cl: a similarly vectorised version which synchronises work-items in a work-group with a barrier to improve cache utilisation [6] . 
Varying the matrix order
For the first set of experiments (using the explore-f-n script), we varied the matrix order from 64 to 1024, i.e. performed experiments for the matrix dimensions ranging from 64 × 64 to 1024 × 1024. We fixed the OpenCL local work size (workgroup size) to (8, 8) , which, depending on the register usage, supports up to four concurrently executing work-groups per Mali-T628 core [6] .
Columns 0-3 of Table 2 show the raw results in Gflops/s from 4 statistical repetitions (under the same experimental conditions); column 4 shows the mean for each experiment (computed using pandas.mean()); column 5 shows the standard deviation (computed using pandas.std()). Figure 1 shows the means as a bar plot with the error bars taken from the standard deviations.
Across the matrix orders, the SGEMM_NT_1x1.cl program achieved low but stable performance up to 3 Gflops/s. The SGEMM_NT_4x1.cl program achieved over 12 Gflops/s but its performance dropped dramatically for the matrix orders that were a multiple of 256: 256, 512, 768 and 1024. In addition, it exhibited high performance variation for the matrix orders of 256 and 896. The SGEMM_NT_4x1_barrier.cl program achieved up to 11.5 Gflops/s. Importantly, it maintained high performance of 9-10 Gflops/s for the matrix orders above 256.
Varying the local work size
For the second set of experiments (using the explore-n-lws script), we varied the local work size (work-group size) for the SGEMM_NT_4x1_barrier.cl program and 4 values of the matrix order. Table 2 shows a bar plot with the local work size varied from 16 to 128 work-items per work-group. For page size limits, Figure 3 shows the raw data only for the local work size of up to 64 work-items per work-group.
Overall, by exploring the local work size space we were able to achieve up to 20% performance improvement over our default of (8, 8) . But rather than using exhaustive search we could guide it from a small number of experiments, as motivated by the following observations.
Initially, we started exploring the local work size space with the first dimension j ≥ 2. We then noticed that using the local work size of (s l , s h ), where s l < s h , was faster than using (s h , s l ). For example, using (2, 16) was 1.5 − −3 times faster than using (16, 2); using (1, 16) even resulted in the record 11.9 Gflops/s for this program. We run more experiments with s l = 1, 2 and discerned an interesting pattern: for small local work sizes (16 and 32), we got the best performance with s l = 1; for larger local work sizes (64 and 128), we got the best performance with s l = 4. We could use "predictive analytics" to discern at least the "first-order" effect of the preference for using (s l , s h ), where s l < s h , but perhaps also the "second-order" effect. Table 4 shows the estimated GPU and memory energy consumption in Joules across the 3 kernels and 11 matrix orders in our first set of experiments (Section 4.3). Figure 3 focusses on the energy consumption for the orders from 384 to 1024.
For the orders of 128 and 384, when the vectorised kernels match in performance, they also match in energy consumption. For the order of 1024, however, the non-cache optimised kernel is a disaster: the cache-optimised vectorised kernel is 6 times faster and 40 times more energy efficient both for the GPU and the RAM; even the non-vectorised kernel is 75% faster, 10% more energy efficient for the GPU and 5 times for the RAM.
Validating the results
No benchmark should be complete without checking the results for correctness. GEMMbench includes a reference CPU implementation that an OpenCL implementation's results are compared against. Since GEMM operates on floatingpoint data, the results cannot be expected to be bit-exact. Instead, the results are compared element-wise using a small epsilon value .
Initially, we chose = 10 −5 . Early in the development, we accidentally used the integer abs() function instead of the floating-point fabs() function. As a result, element-wise discrepancies not exceeding 1.0 would frequently go unnoticed. Once that issue was fixed, we realised that = 10
was too small a value when operating on single-precision floating-point data. Empirically, we found that = 0.1 worked well in practice when the elements of the input matrices were drawn from the uniform distribution over the range (−0.5, +0.5). Table 5 shows the maximum absolute difference found via the element-wise comparison and whether the results match under the chosen = 0.1 for our first set of experiments (Section 4.3).
For the SGEMM_NT_1x1.cl program and the matrix order of 64, no results matched. In fact, the maximum absolute differences suggest a possible bug in either the OpenCL or the reference implementation. (Neither has been around for long or code-reviewed.)
For the SGEMM_NT_4x1.cl program and the matrix order of 64, the results are mixed: they twice matched and twice did not. The failures may be difficult to debug, since they are intermittent. Luckily, replaying an experimental point under the Collective Knowledge framework is a matter of running a single command 14 which would help investigate the failures and quickly test potential solutions.
For the SGEMM_NT_4x1_barrier.cl program, the results show repeatable failures for the orders of 64, 96, 192. This may 13 We used a rather crude method of averaging the power consumption measurements at the start and end of the region and multiplying the average by the execution time. 14 See the end of Section 3.8 for the command to replay this very experiment.
give us a clue to what goes wrong here.
Returning to choosing the value of , we note that these results would pass under = 0.2. It is likely, however, that even this would need to be changed had the input values been drawn from a different distribution e.g. the uniform distribution over the range (−5.0, +5.0).
Rather than making an arbitrary choice of for an arbitrary choice of the random distribution, we could look into defining representative datasets. Ideally, they would come from real-world problems along with precision requirements.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
We have presented GEMMbench, a framework and methodology for systematically evaluating performance of matrix multiplication implementations. Our initial implementation supports hand-written OpenCL kernels, producing single or multiple output elements per work-item (via thread coarsening and vectorization).
Our goal is to involve the community to extend GEMMbench to evaluate performance of compiler-generated OpenCL kernels, non-OpenCL implementations, library implementations and so on, across many target platforms. To this end, the underlying Collective Knowledge framework provides unique opportunities for the community to gradually gather and share valuable knowledge for optimizing performance of matrix multiplication and other programs, as well as of compilers and processors. We will build upon other strengths of the Collective Knowledge framework including support for multiple operating systems (Windows, Linux, Android and MacOS), compilers (LLVM, GCC, ICC, MSVC, etc.) and interfaces to packages for data mining and predictive analytics.
Where do we start? First, we encourage the interested reader help us investigate the failures reported in Section 4.6. Eric S. Raymond's proposition that "given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow" 15 should apply well in this case. Indeed, some of the failures may have nothing to do with numerical (in)stability. Programming errors (such as tacit assumptions) may be detected with static and dynamic analysis tools such as GPUVerify [2] and Oclgrind [8] . In the final version of this article, we will acknowledge those who help us explain the existing failures and perhaps find new ones, and of course fix them.
Second, we welcome contributions in the form of experimental data in the Collective Knowledge format. The contributors should acknowledge their compliance with the terms of use of their systems, specifically that they do not breach confidentiality.
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15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Cathedral_and_ the_Bazaar 16 Note that such terms are easy to overlook. For example, from a vendor's click-through end-user license agreement: "BENCHMARKING: This Licence does not prevent you from using the Software for internal benchmarking purposes. However, you shall treat any and all benchmarking data relating to the Software, and any other results of your use or testing of the Software which are indicative of its performance, efficacy, reliability or quality, as confidential Third, we welcome contributions in the form of improvements for the core GEMMbench code e.g. support for rectangular matrices and complex floating-point numbers.
Fourth, we welcome contributions in the form of OpenCL kernels or other implementations. The initial set of kernels optimised for the ARM Mali-T600 architecture is intentionally small. We would like to see contributed kernels optimised for different architectures. The contributors should acknowledge their copyright in the source code 17 and specify the licensing terms.
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Fifth, we welcome contributions in the form of representative datasets or their descriptions.
